Simulations of rib cage surgery for the management of scoliotic deformities.
Costoplasties are surgical options to treat rib cage deformities. The main concern of rib resections is often for the cosmetic improvement of the back shape of the patient. Other experimental and clinical studies have shown that a costoplasty can also produce mechanical correction of the spine. Based on the assumption that surgery on the rib cage can alter the equilibrium of forces acting on the spine, this study aims to investigate the biomechanical role of the ribs during the surgical treatment of scoliosis using a finite element model of the spine and rib cage. The model was generated from patient-specific geometric data. Concave side rib shortening and convex side rib lengthening have been simulated and evaluated. Slight post-operative immediate geometrical correction of the spine was found in any of the simulations. However, both kinds of simulation induced similar loads on the vertebral endplates. Resulting torques in the frontal plane tended to correct the scoliotic spine in the frontal plane acting against vertebral wedging. Important torques were also found in the sagittal plane, increasing the physiological kyphosis, and derotational torques promoted the improvement of the transverse plane deformation. This biomechanical analysis showed that appropriate rib surgery may counteract the progression of the spine deformity depending on the remaining growth potential. These findings support the concept of early interventions on the rib cage that may be a new approach of treatment to prevent curve progression in small to moderate idiopathic scoliotic deformities.